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Introduction
June 25, 2021 | 24 upvotes | by Sudden-Complaint7037

Greetings to everyone who made it here. If you joined this sub you're probably, like me, not really
"convinced" of the mods' decision to take TheRedPill and especially askTRP off of Reddit. I can only
speculate about their reasons for doing this, and in the end it doesn't matter. What matters is that the
fundamental "modus operandi" of TRP is to share wisdom with other members and give advice to people
who need it. Our goal is not to indoctrinate as much people as possible, we're not a cult, but the bottom
line always was that if you looked for us, you would find us.
The new site is not compatible with this idea of "being accessible". It's an obscure forum hidden deep
within the Internet, but unlike classic PUA forums (which may have been the start of many of our
journeys) it's only a matter of time until it'll be blacklisted from every major search engine. As far as I
know, you can still access it on google by looking up very specific terms, but it's post won't come up in
the results bar if you type in "girlfriend cheated on me after I did everything for her", like on Reddit. You
can't click on the profile of the guy who posted a smart comment on your question on relationship_advice
and see that he also posts in this interesting, quarantined forum called "askTRP", full of guys who really
seem to know their way around women.
So until this situation has been resolved - which it undoubtedly will, as "moderators" typically like their
power; so when they realize that no one uses their shitty website they'll probably reinstate their reddit
subs - I'll do my best do help keep the community alive on Reddit. I'm not an EC on the main sub or
anything, as a bunch of ultra instinct Alpha Males™ will surely cry out, but at least I'm not a pussy who
freaks out and runs away because "muh Reddit changed their rules!".
So until then, I'll build this bad boy up, first thing is to get an automoderator going, at the same time I'll
be making a sidebar (probably not an exact copy). I will enforce site-wide rules. This is not me being
"cucked" or anything, I just want this sub to stay unquarantined for as long as possible. Contrary to what a
lot of moderators of "controversial" subs say, my experience with the Reddit administration has generally
been pleasant because I'm not autistic. A lot of the subs that get mentioned for being "unjustly banned",
like the Dotard or consume product, had a long history of blatantly breaking site-wide rules for no reason
other than being edgy. Their mods, instead of enforcing the rules which mostly wouldn't even have
infringed on the spirit of the subs, either did nothing at all or passively encouraged rule breaking by
looking for and highlighting loopholes.
If you have suggestions, post them here. If you know people within the community that might want to
stay on reddit instead of migrating to a third party website, send them an invite. That's about it.
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Comments

LIEX440 • 19 points • 26 June, 2021 10:53 AM 

Yup the mods are smoking dick if they think we moving to a new home

CoyoteMiyamoto • 12 points • 27 June, 2021 02:13 AM 

Exactly. Let's make this shit work together in this sub.

DWS33_ • 6 points • 25 June, 2021 05:02 PM 

Lets go! I agree. That sub reddit has helped me countless times.

TravisScottNL • 4 points • 29 June, 2021 11:25 AM 

Good decision , if u need help lmk. Asktrp was the best sub.

papunigga031 • 3 points • 27 June, 2021 04:53 AM 

Let’s get it. I’m in. DM me if you need help

GayLubeOil • 3 points • 6 July, 2021 07:24 PM 

By the looks of things it's seems that we have a peasant revolt against the Red Pill. And like all peasant revolts it
seems like y'all are copying the form without understanding the underlying function.

You see nobody wants a more moderate reasonable Red Pill. There's plenty of communities like that allready
AskMen Seduction Relationship Advice. All of the communities are filled with politically correct beta males
parroting the dominant ideology.

If you want to contest the Red Pill you need to out compete it in content which means you need more flavor
posters and better flavor posters. Unless you can produce better content than the Red Pill this place is going to
rot in obscurity.

the1truthteller • 2 points • 2 July, 2021 06:40 AM 

Happy someone stepped up. You’re doing a good thing, man. A lot of people will benefit and appreciate you
doing this.

redpillschool • 3 points • 1 July, 2021 07:55 PM 

The mod team and a large number of members were triggering Reddit's anti-evil operations. We lost moderators,
many of them. Reddit's making a play at replacing the mod team with politically correct replacements (much like
they did with the donald).

Don't be fooled. Half the shit you'd consider red pill can't even be spoken on this platform. We used to have
regular posts talking about the real, dark red pill. I can't even say the words here without getting perma banned.

Enjoy your pink pill

hardstruck3 points 4 July, 2021 02:06 AM [recovered] 

You mean how jews control everything? Yeah, I remember the mods and a bunch of the guys dropping those
posts around trp and asktrp that made obvious comments about (((them))). I also remember the mods
deleting threads about actual content relating to women. I remember asking about some girl I knew who I
suspected was doing things with her dog, only to get my thread deleted and banned because apparently "girls
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aren't like that". I was told to stop watching porn because clearly that's where I got the idea from, even
though I do nofap and hate porn. Of course, I found out the hard way that girls are, indeed, like that. I also
remember posting about sleeping with barely legal girls and getting my threads deleted for talking about girls
who were young but entirely legal.

TBH, I never got anything out of the mods posts, a number of them were clearly just doing steroids or sarms
and getting girls from tinder. Imagine injecting your body with experimental hormones like a fuckin' tranny
and referring to yourself as "red pilled" lmao. Majority of the guys who posted on that sub were still clueless
about how women really are, just saying the same old phrases over and over again like a robot.

If you guys just want to complain about (((them))) all day long then just go post on pol, it's not that hard,
there's already a place on the internet to do that. If you want to get more organized than /pol then just join
atomwaffen and get it over with.

redpillschool • 2 points • 4 July, 2021 04:01 PM 

No it's not the JQ- My post about the JQ is here: https://trp.red/p/trp/885 but the short version is that we
aim not to devolve into the (((conspiratard))) nonsense and won't be hosting it.

What makes TRP so great is that, while we talk about ideas that are outside the overton window, we
are also very selective about what ideas we discuss and entertain. We want the best, most
intellectually riguous discussions. And that flies somewhat counter to free-speech as a concept,
because we have to moderate this discussion to keep it intellectual. If you start posting racist jokes in
TRP you will be removed. Not because we are anti-free-speech but because it doesn't serve our topic
or add to our disucssion, which under attack enough for its own reasons.

I want to apply this selectivity to Forums.Red. I want to engender other topics that have been run out
of the other towns because of their position outside the current overton window - thus the tagline
"Forbidden Ideas." But I want to select the ones with intellectual rigor, because I want to attract the
smart people, I want to have the smart conversations.

Is this truly free speech? No, it's not. But I think everybody will be able to understand that this
undertaking is going to be a fight. It will be work and will cost time and money to protect. So if I'm
going up to bat for discussion groups, it better be ones I find value in and can defend from an
intellectual standpoint - even if I disagree with them entirely.

Blackshateasian • 1 point • 7 July, 2021 03:13 AM 

Any forum that gets along with reddit admin can't possibly give better advice than men already hear on the
regular:

JUST BE YOUSELF and BUY HER FLOWERS

Love, the ultimatecad

[deleted] • 1 point • 9 July, 2021 08:02 PM 

I dislike the new site and congratulate you on starting your own sub.

ONE question: You have written nothing about the red pill.

What's the plan on actually teaching and helping people take the red pill?

Sukadadddy • 1 point • 12 June, 2022 12:30 PM 

Finally it’s back.
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